
Spinner card with Chameleon Pens      By Monica Maldarella 

Materials Used: Chameleon Pens: Cool Gray (CG8), Bisque (NU1), Hot Cocoa 
(BR2), Deep Black (BK4); Stamps: Three Amigos (Mama Elephant), Party Animal 
(Lawn Fawn); Ink pad: Versafine Onyx Black; Card: Neenah Solar White card, Let’s 
Polka paper pack (Lawn Fawn), Quartz and Plumberry (Bazzill); MISTI; Dies: Bordi 
Decorati (La Coppia Creativa), 2¼” circle die; thin fishing line, fine tip scissors, 
white pen gel, foam glue pads, light pink sequins. 

Instructions: 

1) With the black ink stamp the cat, 
then put it onto a box light or a 
window glass and use it like a 
guide to trace a second cat 
outline. This will be the back 
side of the cat. 

2) Using the MISTI or a stamp 
positioner, ink the fox tail and 
print it onto the back side of the 
cat. 



3) With the Cool Gray pen, color a spot onto the cat 
head, infusing the bullet nib for 3-4 seconds. Color 
the tail tip in the same way and add all the 
shadows. With the Bisque pen, color the cheeks, 
infusing the bullet nib for 1-2 seconds. Cut out the 
two cat sides, then glue them together with a piece 
of the fishing line in the middle. 

4) Using the MISTI, stamp the Three Amigos one 
under another, masking the previous print. 

5) With Cool Gray pen, color the raccoon body, 
infusing the brush nib for 4-5 seconds. Color the 
second and forth tail strips, infusing the bullet nib 
twice for 2-3 seconds. With Deep Black, color the 
eyes area infusing twice the bullet nib for 7-8 
seconds. Color the remained tail strips infusing for 
2-3 seconds. With the Bisque pen, color the cheeks 
and the inner ears, infusing the bullet nib for 1-2 
seconds. Add all the shadows. 

6) Color the fox using the Hot Cocoa pen, infusing the 
brush nib 5-6 seconds for each area. Color the cat 
as step 3. Add the shadows. 



7) Compose the card overlaying the three colored paper with the stitched edge, 
like shown in the picture, without gluing them. Make a 2¼” circle hole and 
centre in the middle the cat with the fishing line inside. Attach the fishing line 
ends onto the paper, then glue all the parts of the card. Add the details: print 
the message hanged from each pet, add the frekles onto the cheeks with the 
white gel pen, add the shadows all around the animals. Finally, glue some 
sequins out and inside the card.  
Before putting the card into the envelope, twist many times the cat: it will spin 
when someone will open the card! 


